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M715 engine swap

Irondust, Below is an article on M715 engine swaps written by Al Krason on M715zone.com. I copy this and paste into a test file for the upcoming reference. Boosting the performance of poor man Mike for the M-715 helped by: Al Crosven this is Al Croson here in Denver, there is an alternative to tornado 230,(which is blown) in the M-715 Kaiser Jeep there is
an inexpensive replacement for 230. Please note that Tornado 230 is not unreliable, but for the Jeep Kaiser M-715 is very much under power. This boosts the performance of poormans to the Jeep Kaiser M-715. I have some looking to see what will fit the T-98 4 speed in the Kaiser, M-715 Jeep, while maintaining the original T-98 Speed 4. That's what I
foundplease this for what it's worth to see you as the cheapest upgrade of the M-715 Kaiser). If proper upgrades are done the cost is actually very high, going with the Novack $360 standard, advanced adapters, costing about $500 for A/AD + $130 for the engineer's ride. · $800d renovation 350 chevy · $630 A/AD · $ 75. Bellhousing used · $50 New Clutch ·
$25 Bushing Pilot / New Bearings · $30 Toss off new bearings · $ 75. Pressure Plate · $ 75. Flywheel used · $250 Core for 350 chevy (no they will not take the 230 Tornado in exchange) about $2000. Just for the original hardwere and when you add stuff underneath it you push to about $3000. So you have a good truck with a 350 cu. engine now I have to
install diesel 6.2/6.5 GM much more expensive GM has the same screw pattern as 350 Chevy) so $6.2 3200.00, long block rebuilt with injector pump, you still need a core, and all the issues in the middle. about $4,000 . So the question is, what can we do to make it a good project with reasons of reason? Please note that I include things like: cost of work,
radiators, oils &amp; fluids, filters, new starts, alternating, carbohydrates, distributors . stuff &amp; wires plugs etc.etc... The M-715 upgrade method (take your time in developing the right steps in conversion, remember it's all costly, yours). · Use the AMC 360/401 engine(they're very cheap in the junk yard at about $100. For a full engine (U-Pull) in the
Denver market, the overhaul kit is $170 with all I.E. loop parts, bearings, gaskets,etc.) · You need to get the bellhousing, from the T-18 4 speed (it came on the following J-series Jeeps full size, with 8cyl 1971-1978 (tooth count S27-L17T &amp; S27-L23T)). Stickout is the shaft length on the output of speed 4, only the shaft to the first step at speed 4) the
length of the sitickout should be 14 1/8 on the right side of the T-18 4 speed. The T-98 4 speed has a stickout of 10 1/4 too short for bellhousing that comes with the full size J Truck Series. T-98 &amp; T-18 have the same length and have the same screw pattern, the difference is the diameter of the input shaft, the T-98 has diam. 1/16 and T-18 have diam.
From 1 1/8. T-98 has 17 splines &amp; the T-18 has 17 &amp; 23 splines-(71-72) 17 splines-(73-78) *I am only talking about the 14 1/8 stick- out 4 speed and years made.. If you can get a Jeep (fullsize) that is 360 or 401 with speeds of 4 (T-18) it will drop to the M-715, (best method &amp; affordable, all from Junk Yard $250.) in later years 1971-1978. A T-
98 can be used that provides an input center shaft change from 10 1/4 to 14 1/8 (a disassembly of T-98 is required). · (c) Costs&amp;gt;&gt;&gt;Gt; $150. eng good runing (bellhousing &amp; flywheel etc.) (Junk yard block). o $170. Overhaul kit o$80. Shaft for T-98 o $50. Heavy clutch o$30. Throw out the bearings o$75. Push screen o$40. eng. mounts This
is much more sane $600. plus Labor &amp; Stuff $1000... $1600 I will try to refine this further for better costs. Let me know if this list can be expanded further, including a better way to do things... Add, expand, input, suggest, please !!! &amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;lt; I hope this helps those owners who have a variety of military FSJs. Al Krason, Denver
______ www.j10mike.com Former - 1982 J10 Sportside, 360, TFI, 727/208, J20 axles, D44HD/Detroit TruTrac, D60/Detroit Locker, D60 disk brake conversion, 4.10s, 5 inch Superlift, 35x12.5x16.5 BFGs on AR767 Wheels. peruviancomp super seats . MileMarker 9000 on Cliffhanger front bumper. Second Dozer rear bumper. Turned rhino grill. NP208
Turned Floor Shifter. Page 2 I replaced the steel vacuum lines that run from the engine chamber to the transmission case for the E-drive vacuum switch, it finally works. I noticed that on top of the transition case, above the vacuum switch there were some other hose nipples, with nothing attached to it, but the nipple was very shine-like something recently cut
out of it. I attached an image, bypassing where it might be located - I have to look again to be for some. What's that for? Is assembly a hatch? Any help is appreciated, thanks! _____ Jared &lt;br&gt;\'79 Cherokee Chairman WideTrac 5.9L&lt;a href=\ target=\_blank\&gt; amp;lt;/a&gt; Page 3 I have taken 3 body lifts in YJ and cut it with a band saw (heavy duty
store type) it's 1.5. i went to napa and got new screws . It worked perfectly and is doing well after 5 years. If you can find a cheap 2-3 body lift and cut it two 1-2. Star of the Day makes a poly body lift that replaces bushings as well. I don't know if they're going to succeed for the FSJ, but it's worth checking out.__ Born in the age of fuel injection, I invest and
discover what real jeeps are made of!&lt;br&gt;Cherokee 1980&lt;br&gt;360 AMC/727/208 44fr/20r&gt;br&gt;and currently, 82 W/tT Cherokee, 360/727&lt;br&gt;Somehow like this!&lt;br&gt;31\gotta tires go\Page 4 Still available within the last 6 ______ 1988 Grand Wagner (naked) 360 bored .03 over, get presenter Edelbrock/Carb/Cam, TFI upgrade, Thorley
Ceramic header cover, 3 high flow cats, 70 flowmaster series, Spring Espoo (no lift) and airbags at the rear (for towel trailer), CS144 upgrade. Page 5 Bolt On...___ Joe Gilbo&lt;br&gt;1983 Cherokee Laredo WT (SJ-17), 360/229/727/D44/D60 4.10 Gear, 8-lug hubs, Edelbrock Performer w/EGR Intake, Mallory Unilite Series 47 Photo-Optic Infrared Trigger
Vacuum Distributor, Mallory Surge Protector, Mallory Promaster Coil, Holley Pro-Jection TBI 502-Analog, FlowKooler High Output Water Pump, Staggered 4-Core Custom Industrial Radiator, HD Fan Clutch, Dual Electric Fans, CS130 Delco 105 Amps Alternator, Oil Bye Modes at The Rear Oil Block and Distributor, Superlift 4\ Suspension, Rancho
RS5000\s, Hi-Tech 31\Re-Treads, Aero 33 Gal Tank w/Skid Plate, Custom Rear \Longhorn\Bumper Page 6 that is a resistor for the dual speed heater blower motor. It is inside the heater box to allow the airfly to keep it cool. [ 11 August, 2003, 02:47 PM: Message edited by: Retro93 ] ___ 79 Cherokee Chief WT RDBLOK warmed over 360, TH400/QT, 4.10
Truetrac F/Detroit Locker R, 4 Skyjacker Softride System, Rancho 9000 shocks with cab in adjust, Hydrobust Brake, 33 BFG Flower Earth Page 7 08-08-2003, 06:41 a.m. FSJ Madly Join Date: July 28, 2002 Location: San Leandro, California Post: 2,948 I want to solve my leak problem and it seems to occur where the link enters the case. I couldn't fit my
head up there and wondered if anyone had any charts or picts to show me what was all there.. Thanks. ___ All it takes is money. I'm the reason you can only have jeeps for avatars, please. 08-08-2003, 10:19 AM Auto Trannie God Join: February 18, 2001 Location: Bouse,az: 10,544 Oh Donovan If you go the shifter seal and the small mirror it will become so
bright....... How to ???? i brag on you all the time ):^)~ ______ I've seen gsmikie\'s video for the TH400 and thought it was just awful.watching a guy tear down a greasy pile of metal in a junkyard. it dosent have to be surrounded by water to be an island 08-11-2003, 08:42 AM FSJ Maniac Join Date: Jul 28, 2002 Location: San Leandro, Ca Posts: 2,948
Thanks for the photo.. Yes that's exactly what I'm looking for.. I'm tired of lifting the plate, but I couldn't get the glue stuff to release the cover... ARGH.. I didn't want to bend everything. Yes I really need to get some mirrors, which probably help a lot! [img].gif[/ img] school has been very good. I work for the summer so I have another month of work before
returning to beach life. I've never finished a single project on my jeep that I planned this summer. or busy!!! Then last week I had time but my tools are in the back of my brothers truck in their toolbox and he will paint his truck to the shop and it won't be until later this week.. No tools without working... I'm sorry I answered so late, but thanks again for the advice
and image... ____ it all takes money. I'm the reason you can only have jeeps for avatars, please. 08-11-2003, 09:52 AM FSJ Frantic Join: July 28, 2002 Location: Sen. Leandro, Californians: 2,948 Quotes: Originally posted by Bob Berry: There are many holding bolts that cover in. Some of them are under the heater exit. Also, cut along the serm with knife
tools; That should release most coverage. Then Perry yes I was able to get them all some how.. I'm not sure... Then I picked it up like you said, but I didn't want to buckle yet, but I haven't tried for a while. I'm the reason you can only have jeeps for avatars, please. Welcome.
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